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creating insulation under cold conditions
and emitting evaporable liquid when it is
warm.[1–3] Peacock feathers, wings of certain butterflies, and plants exhibit color
by means of structural color to communicate attraction or, inversely, repulsion.
Often, the colors originate from periodic
structures on or under a surface, thus
benefiting from the interplay of light and
diffractive effects.
A surface is the outermost layer of
matter and therefore is primarily perceived by humans upon touch or vision.
Surfaces provide perceptible information
by not only shape, color, and/or reflective
properties but also how the matter feels
upon touch, e.g., smooth or rough. Welldocumented static structures have been
reported for haptic applications.[4] Studies
have suggested that humans can distinguish changes in topographical dimensions down to nanometers.[5] Additionally,
a surface is the first contact between objects of matter, either
of the same object or that of another origin. Surfaces facilitate
man–machine interactions,[6] either by touch (smooth, rough,
heat conductive, etc.) or by vision (scattering, specular reflection, printed information, etc.).[7–9] In relation to this function,
tribological properties such as friction, stick, and adhesion
coefficients also find application in the field of haptics, where
robotic manipulation is of importance. In contrast to nature,
the surface structures in modern man-made technology are
often still static. Mimicking the lotus flower, surfaces with artificially formed micrometer-sized structures that are produced
by lithography or micromachining have been made, and they
indeed show improved cleaning under rainy conditions. However, one expands the surface function when these structures
are made dynamic, rather than static, for example, the surface
would be able to remove dirt under dry conditions, as well. In
the case of topographies for haptic use, man’s sensitivity could
be enhanced when the corrugations are moving with a frequency tuned to the maximum sensitivity of humans. However,
only a few publications have described dynamic structures to
enhance human–surface interactions, which could even help
visually disabled people. Moreover, in an advanced technology
such as microfluidics, the low Reynolds number prohibits turbulent mixing of fluid components. Mixing can be induced
by surface topographical structures in the microchannels to
increase the contact area and the contact time between the reagents. The microfluidic functionality would be enhanced if the
topography of its inner walls could be switched in a dynamic
way, e.g., to decide on the exact location and time that switching

The field of advanced and responsive soft materials is at the edge of a new
era. After several decades during which liquid crystals generated new functions for information displays and could solve many problems in emerging
fields such as (tele)communications, this material system is being utilized
to reach out to completely new application fields with functions that can
take over biological actions (cell growth and manipulation), change the way
materials, machines, or robots interact with humans (haptics), and modulate surface properties, e.g., tribology and wettability. This Progress Report
concentrates on creating surface movement in liquid crystal networks with an
emphasis on the light-responsive dynamic surface topographies that transfer
from a flat to a predesigned corrugated state via light illumination, e.g., UV
and visible light. Within this framework, the interaction between dynamic
surfaces and the environment, such as controlled friction, wettability, and
material transport, are illustrated. In addition, the light-induced thermal
effect is discussed. The article concludes with the existing challenges and an
outlook on the opportunities.

1. Introduction
The property by which materials produced by natural species
often excel over man-made artificial materials is adaptivity. This
is the case for shapes, whereby nature demonstrates numerous
examples of animals that have the capability to morph, e.g., on
the approach of a predator. However, adaptivity is often also
present at the surface of living creatures. For example, mammals communicate through their skin by fluctuating its shape
or reflecting piloerection to protect against predators. Moreover,
the skin surface contributes to controlling body temperature by
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should take place or to intensify mixing by high-frequency
modulation of the surface structure.
For all these applications, adaptivity is key. In response
to changes in the environment, the surface may change its
mechanical and interactive properties to initiate a required function at the desired moment. In the class of soft materials, liquid
crystals are known for their adaptive properties by responding
to a variety of different triggers, such as temperature electrical
and magnetic fields, light, and even motion and mechanical
forces. To impart ‘tangible’ properties, the molecules are often
chemically crosslinked to form a liquid crystal network (LCN)
in the shape of a polymer film or coating. As such, liquid crystals have found their way to the display industry, where they
enhance the optics and stability of the electrooptical elements
of televisions, computers, and smart phones.
In this progress report, we elaborate the use of LCN technology to make photoresponsive surface topographies in which
the surfaces, by illumination with light, can be switched from
a flat state to a predesigned corrugated state or between two
different corrugated states. We focus specifically on the most
recent applications of dynamic surface topographies being the
interfacial transport of matter (particles) to preset low-energy
locations and the controlled migration and proliferation of
living matter (cells) as stimulated by mechanical signals. The
use of light to guide these processes has a number of benefits.
It can be applied remotely and locally, precisely determining
the location of action. It can also switch on and off in microseconds; this behavior is important not only in determining the
moment of action but also deriving an oscillatory surface deformation, further enhancing motility at the interface.
To guide the readers in the discussion of present technological developments and future challenges, we begin the
review by briefly introducing LCN technology, including the
preparation, processing, and mechanical properties of materials. We detail the advantages of liquid crystal polymer networks in comparison to other reported responsive materials.
We then review the underlying principles in creating surface
topographies when exposed to light. The key features are the
order parameter reduction, and under special conditions, a
corresponding free volume generation. Based on these principles, new design options to create preset morphing surfaces
in response to nonpatterned flood exposure to UV light will be
elucidated. Recently developed interesting applications that are
based on the interaction between dynamic surfaces and other
matter will be discussed. We close the review by presenting the
future challenges with respect to the development of materials
and the range of their potential applications.

2. Light-Responsive Liquid Crystal Networks
2.1. Liquid Crystal Network Technology
In this progress report, we focus on LCNs that were developed in the 1980s by Broer and co-workers at Philips Research
Laboratory.[10,11] LCNs are polymers with well-controlled molecular positioning in all three dimensions. They are built up
from liquid crystal monomers—the literature also refers to the
monomers as reactive mesogens (RMs), which are liquid crystal
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molecules with polymerizable groups such as (meth)acrylates,
epoxides, thiol-enes, or oxetanes, although most published
work has involved acrylates by far. The polymerizable groups,
one or two, can be attached to either end(s) or as a lateral side
group.[12,13] Because of their intrinsic anisotropic optical nature,
the molecularly well-ordered LCs and LCNs exhibit unusual but
very accurately adjustable and addressable optical, electrical,
and mechanical properties. The electrooptics of low-molar-mass
LCs have been widely explored by the modern liquid crystal display (LCD) industry,[14] for example, electrically tuneable birefringence is used for most liquid crystal television displays. In
specific configurations, LCNs are added to an active material to
stabilize the liquid crystal alignment. Furthermore, LCN films
are often added to high-end LCDs to improve the brightness,
stability, and viewing angle or to add additional features such as
a 3D viewing experience.[15] In addition to their application in
displays, in recent decades, scientists have investigated the use
of liquid crystal technologies as stimuli-responsive materials for
soft actuators and sensors by exploiting the (localized) control
over the scalar order parameter in these well-ordered polymers.
Compared with their hydrogel-based counterparts, LCNs possess a significant advantage in that they are a ‘dry’ technology
for which their morphing is not restricted to the presence of a
liquid, such as water. Additionally, actuation does not depend
on a material’s diffusion, which makes the switching of LCNs
intrinsically faster. Furthermore, LCNs have an elastic modulus
that is adjustable over a wide range, and they have good
mechanical robustness.
The unique feature of LCNs is their capability to freeze in
various molecular configurations. Currently, order is established in the monomeric state prior to polymerization, which
is subsequently fixed during the (photo)polymerization process.[16,17] Common examples include molecular alignments
that comply with uniaxial, splay, bended, twisted nematic (TN),
or tilted arrangements. The addition of chirality by modification of the LC monomer or by simply adding a chiral dopant
induces helicoidal order, while polymerization in the Smectic
phase preserves a layered molecular order in the polymer. There
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Figure 1. Liquid crystal networks. a) A typical composition of an LC monomer mixture to create a photosensitive chiral-nematic liquid crystal network.
1: diacrylate, 2: monoacrylate, 3: monoacrylate with a large dielectric anisotropy, 4: chiral dopant, 5: azobenzene, and 6: photoinitiator. b) The azobenzene
molecule demonstrating its conformational change during UV exposure and its relaxation by blue light or temperature. c) A schematic representation
of the anisotropic thermal expansion and free volume increase induced by the order parameter reduction. d) A schematic representation of the oscillating dynamics induced by the azobenzene trans–cis isomerization under combined UV and blue-light illumination. Reproduced with permission.[26]
Copyright 2015, Springer.

are several techniques to control the molecular alignment, with
most methods often being developed and matured by the LCD
industry. For example, rubbed polymer (usually polyimide)
surfaces provide a planar uniaxial alignment, whereas surfactanttreated surfaces provide alignment perpendicular to the surface
(homeotropic alignment). Additionally, use can be made of
external electric or magnetic fields or flow. Combinations of
these alignment techniques are often used to create complex
molecular architectures.
To optimize the properties both before and after polymerization, the monomeric precursors currently consist of a blend of
LC mono- and diacrylates; for example, crystallization is suppressed by blending, which broadens the processing temperature
range. The polymeric properties are affected by the crosslink
density, which is adjusted by the proper ratio of mono- and
difunctionalized LC monomers. Consequently, this ratio tunes
the elastic modulus and the glass transition temperature (Tg)
of the polymer coating or film. A typical mixture is given in
Figure 1a. Upon polymerization, often initiated by light, the
molecular alignment of the monomers is captured during the
conversion to the polymer network. Normally, to ensure full
conversion of the acrylate monomer, the sample is subjected
to a postbake at an elevated temperature (typically, ≈120 °C,
10–30 min), where the polymerization process tends to cease
when the glass transition is passed. The use of light to initiate
the polymerization process allows for selective polymerization
via photomasks. Therefore, the dimensions of the structures
can be on the order of micrometers or larger. This method is a
typical example of a structuring technology that combines selforganization (bottom-up) and lithography (top-down). Therefore, it is possible to integrate complex molecular alignments in
a single film or coating when using LCNs.

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900255

2.2. Scalar Order Parameter and Shape Changes
Minor changes in the scalar order parameter of LCNs manifest
themselves in sensible effects, such as anisotropic shape deformation, as illustrated in Figure 1c showing an expansion of the
network orthogonal to the common orientation axis (director)
and shrinkage parallel to that.[18,19] This shows, for instance,
that as the sample is heated from room temperature to, e.g.,
150 °C, the dimensions shrink parallel to the director, which
results in a negative thermal expansion coefficient, and expand
perpendicular to the director (positive thermal expansion,
which is in general considerably higher than that of isotropic
polymers).[20] Under certain conditions, by matching the deformational oscillating dynamics to the network’s viscoelastic
properties, a dynamic free volume can be formed, which is
in principal omnidirectional, but under substrate-constrained
conditions, manifests itself in the z-direction perpendicular to
the film surface. Not seldom, the triggered anisotropic expansion originates from a combination of both effects.

2.2.1. Light-Induced Order Parameter Reduction
and Free Volume Generation
As discussed, for many applications, light is a preferred trigger,
as it enables the remote control of a localized actuation in a
noncontact manner. In general, covalently bonded azobenzene
is used due to its photochromic and photomechanical properties. The molecule experiences a reversible trans–cis isomerization upon illumination with light at the proper wavelength
(Figure 1b). By illumination with UV light, preferably in its
absorption band ≈ 365 nm, azobenzene undergoes a transition
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from its ground trans state to the thermally more unstable cis
state. The reverse reaction to the trans state may occur thermally or by illumination with white light, where the absorption
band of the cis state at ≈450 nm is addressed. The isomerization of azobenzene occurs with a geometrical change on the
molecular level. From the trans (elongated) to the cis (bent)
state, the molecular length changes from 9 to 5.5 Å. Based on
this reaction, Seki et al.[21,22] have demonstrated 2D dynamic
surfaces that alternate their morphology in the x–y plane of a
Langmuir monolayer by attaching azobenzene to a polymer
chain.[23] Here, we concentrate on bringing surface topographies to a third dimension that protrudes from the LCN coating
surface. While undergoing its transformation from the rod-like
trans isomer, which easily coaligns with the surrounding mesogenic rods of the other monomeric units, to the bent cis isomer,
in which the azobenzene moiety reduces the degree of order
in the LCN. The bended configuration disturbs the alignment
of the neighboring molecular units, and the length change of
the azobenzene moiety in combination with the attachments
at both of its ends exerts a considerable deforming force on
the polymer main chains, which in turn brings the mesogenic
rods further out of their initial close-to-parallel alignment.
Consequently, this reduction in the scalar order parameter
leads to an anisotropic deformation, as was discussed above for
the thermal expansion.
Later, it was found that a change in the scalar order parameter
could be accompanied by an extra volume increase (density
decrease), see Figure 1c.[24,25] Density measurements were
performed on free-standing chiral-nematic films (composition
as in Figure 1a) in the exposed and nonexposed states. In the
nonexposed state, the density of the film measured at RT is
1.217 g cm−3 using a density column. Upon immersing this
film in salt brine with a lower density, the LCN film sinks to
the bottom. Upon exposure to UV light, the film starts to float
to the surface of the salt brine indicating a density decrease.
Switching off the light source causes it to sink again. From a
series of these experiments with various salt concentrations,
the authors estimate that the density of the exposed film is
1.106 g cm−3. This corresponds to a density reduction of 9.8%.
These measurements were performed by using a high-pressure
mercury lamp emitting both UV and visible light, where the
emission lines at 365, 405, and 436 nm appear to play dominant
roles. Evidently, the combination of cis stimulating 365 nm and
trans stimulating blue light provide a condition for the generation of a temporary free volume. The extra free volume increase
can be further maximized by the careful choice of the ratio
between the UV and blue light (Figure 1d) when the polymer
network of well-ordered molecular mesogens is being subjected
to an oscillatory molecular stress at a specific frequency.[26]
The expansion related to the anisotropic scalar order
parameter explains the phenomena of free-standing thin films
with complex director patterns, such as the bending of films
with a splay organization, spiral formations, or the accordionlike deformations of films with (locally) twisted director patterns
as well as even more-complex origami-types of deformations by
well-designed director patterns.[27–36] The volume increase in the
free-standing film is not well recognized as it is generally isotropic and does not lead to bending deformations unless there
is a gradient in the light absorption; however, then the response
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is normally overwhelmed by other deformation effects. Nevertheless, when the thin film is confined on a rigid substrate, the
lateral deformation is largely prohibited, and the free volume
formation becomes apparent, as the expansion can only occur
at the coating surfaces manifesting in the formation of protrusions. This result becomes most clear in the local exposure of
a homeotropic film. Based on arguments of the scalar order
parameter, the film would shrink; however, because of the free
volume formation, the film expands in the perpendicular direction forming a small hill rather than a valley.[37] Further information on this experiment is described in section 2.2.2.
In the next section, we will elaborate various surface topographies and their corresponding underlying mechanisms based
on geometric deformation, volume increase, or a combination
of both. It should be noted at this point that upon light exposure, the thermal- and photochemical effects can never be fully
separated. Often, the absorption of light by the azobenzene
chromophore leads to an increase in temperature. In the case
of LCNs applied as a coating on glass, the glass substrate acts
as heat sink, and the sample does not absorb as much heat as
a free-standing film does. However, when the molecules are
introduced to a high-frequency oscillation, this translates to
a very high localized thermal energy, as has been modeled by
Clarck et al.[38]

2.2.2. Formation of Dynamic Surface Topographies
Based on Anisotropic Shear Stresses: A general assumption for
the chosen coating configuration is that macroscopic anisotropic expansion does not take place due to the restriction of
the rigid substrate, assuming also that flow is prohibited by
the firm polymer network. However, this does not exclude the
built up of shear stresses between the coating and the underlying, light- and temperature-inert glass substrate. An LCN
film with a single director over the surface does not reveal
remarkable changes in the surface pattern as long as wrinkling
conditions are prevented. However, at the location where two
director patterns meet, the lateral in-plane stresses find escape
routes by expanding/shrinking into the third dimension. This
phenomenon becomes even clearer when the substrate allows
deformations. This has been demonstrated by Hendrikx et al.[39]
with a bilayer coating configuration, in which an LCN coating
with orthogonal planar director patterns adheres to a soft compliant layer in between the LCN and the glass substrate. The compliant layer (≈60 MPa) exhibits a substantially lower modulus
compared with that of the hard glassy LCN top coating (≈ 2 GPa
at room temperature). Upon actuation with UV, the built-in
lateral stresses by the LCN due to the anisotropic deformation
are dissipated at the interfacial orientational defect between the
two directors resulting in an expansion at one side that is
adjacently connected to a shrinkage at the other side of the
defect. Typically, the formed protrusions have a height of tens
of nanometers with a maximum modulation of ≈100 nm.
Interestingly, the modulation depth depends on the polarization direction of the UV light in relation to the local directors.
Additionally, the structure could be made dynamic by rotation
of the polarization of the LED light source. Sousa et al.[40] have
designed an LCN coating with the combination of an isotropic
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region and a chiral nematic area. Reducing the order parameter
at elevated temperatures results in forming protrusions in the
chiral nematic region with a height of a hundred nanometers.
Babakhanova et al.[41] have shown similar effects with an LCN
coating on glass that exhibits a well-controlled director pattern
of radially aligned elements containing a regular array of
+1 and −1 defects. Changing the scalar order parameter by
heating to the rubbery state above the glass transition, the LCN
coating forms hills and valleys of tens of nanometers exactly at
the locations of the defects where the directors coincide.
Based on Volume Generation: Under the conditions of heating
above the glass transition temperature or of moderate exposure
to UV light, the formation of a free volume is not sustained
other than by classical mechanisms attributed to the mobility
related to thermal expansion, which are also found in isotropic
polymers. Additionally, when the molecular rods are deflecting,
as the order parameter decrease indicates, the volume created
between the rods is rapidly filled by the polymer’s own entities,
especially when the temperature rises far above the glass transition of the LCN. However, under the condition that one creates
intermolecular voids in between the rods at sufficient frequency
and that the network is not elastically very mobile, the voids can
be sustained just long enough to create volume. These conditions are met when azobenzene is stimulated to a relatively
high oscillation speed between trans and cis by exposing the
sample to UV and blue light at the same time.
A good example demonstrating the existence of free volume
in LCNs, next to the direct measurement of the density
(vide supra), is the local exposure of a uniform homeotropic
coating where the mesogenic units are aligned perpendicularly to the substrate surface.[37] According to the classical anisotropic expansion arguments, the coating should contract at
the exposed places, thus forming indentations, as illustrated in
Figure 1a. In contrast, a homeotropically aligned LCN coating,
when irradiated through a line mask, expands at the exposed
locations. This is illustrated in Figure 2a,b showing the formation of 150 nm protrusions corresponding to a modulation of
2%, as defined by the ratio between the height and the original
film thickness. This result strongly suggests the volume formation is dominant in a constrained film, while the anisotropic
expansion is less influential. However, at both edges of the protrusion, a small indentation is visible, pointing to some stresses
and the influence of the rotation of the scalar order parameter.
For the experiment with homeotropic alignment, one should
also consider that the azobenzene moiety is also oriented along
the propagating direction of the light and is thus interacting
less efficiently with the incoming light. To enhance the absorption of the incoming light, a planar molecular alignment is
preferred.[42,43] Here, a chiral-nematic (cholesteric) order with
the helix axes oriented perpendicular to the film surface possesses some advantages. To introduce chirality, a chiral dopant
(Figure 1a, molecule 4) is added and copolymerized with the LCN.
Because of the planar rotational organization of the crosslinking
molecular rods, cholesteric exhibit an in-plane symmetry. A
reduction in the order parameter results in a positive expansion
normal to the plane, whereas the expansion in the plane is close
to zero, which then reduces the lateral stresses. Figure 2c,d shows
the surface topographies formed by exposing the coating to a grid
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mask under UV light with the same intensity as for the homeotropically aligned LCN. The formed protrusions are ≈800 nm and
correspond to a modulation of 8%, which is considerably higher
than that in the case of the homeotropic sample.
Combination of Anisotropic Thermal Expansion and Volume
Increase: When LCN coatings consist of relatively small domains
of different molecular orientations, under the right illumination conditions, the geometric deformations and volume expansion can work in concert to achieve a cumulative effect. Such
a complex molecular architecture can be obtained through
traditional lithographic approaches with multiple polymerization steps by use of photoalignment layers in which the various director patterns are recorded or, more conveniently, by
molecular self-processes. Figure 2e presents the self-assembled
fingerprint texture of a chiral LCN in which the helix axes
are enforced to be parallel to the surface. The helix axes take
this worm-like configuration, where the molecules upon their
rotation are alternating parallel and perpendicular to the film
surface. Fingerprint is fabricated by carefully balancing the helicoidally twisting force, which rotates the liquid crystal molecules,
and the perpendicular anchoring force. When the fingerprints
are exposed to broad spectrum UV light, the order parameter is
reduced resulting in stresses whereby the planar area tends to
expand in a plane perpendicular to the director and perpendicular to the surface. This action provides a positive stress component in the z-direction. For the homeotropic area the plane
of expansion is parallel to the surface creating a negative stress
component in the z-direction enforcing local shrinkage and
forces acting on the neighboring planar area stimulating their
expansion even more. In addition to this, the volume expansion
is predominantly occurring in the planar area, as the dichroic
nature of azobenzene favors UV absorption by the planaroriented chromophores. This sum of effects leads to considerable modulation depths, which for films < 10 µm can reach
values of ≈20%, as shown in Figure 2f.[44]
Although, for the creation of fingerprint textures, the complex aligning processes are superfluous, and it remains not easy
to balance the two distinct forces. A homeotropic film forms at
too high a perpendicular anchoring force, and a planar alignment with rotated helix axes results from too dominant a rotational twisting force at small pitches. In practice, this means
that the fingerprint only forms when the coating thickness is
on the order of half the periodicity of the molecular helix. To
circumvent this and to produce a dynamic surface via a more
versatile coating process, light-responsive polydomain nematic
LCN coatings were developed.[45] In polydomain liquid crystals,
molecules are aligned randomly in domains rather than over
the entire coating area. Domain sizes on the order of 10–50 µm
are controlled by dispersing a low concentration of small particles of a nondissolving fluorinated acrylate monomer in the
monomer mixture. As with the fingerprint textures, there are
regions with different directors; however, here they are distributed randomly over the surface. This arrangement gives a plural
of effects whereby the planar regions tend to expand, the homeotropic to shrink, and the tilted to be less responsive. Additionally,
on top of that, the many organizational defects respond on their
own, as described earlier. The result is the formation of a spikelike surface with a topography of various heights.
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Figure 2. Dynamic surface topographies. a) A 3D view of the protrusions made by exposing the azobenzene-modified homeotropic film through a
line mask (mercury lamp 300 mW cm−2; 300 µm pitch, 100 µm opening). b) The corresponding 2D cross-section profile. c) A 3D image showing the
surface topography formed in an azobenzene-modified chiral-nematic network by exposure through a grid mask (225 µm pitch, 25 µm opening) and
d) the corresponding 2D cross-section profile. e) A 3D image of the fingerprint texture of a 4 µm thick coating and f) the corresponding 2D cross-section
profile. Reproduced with permission.[44] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH. g) The mechanical kinetics of the LCN. h) The chemical relaxation of azobenzene
in the dark. Reproduced with permission.[26] Copyright 2015, Springer.

Actuation and Relaxation Dynamics: The formation of topographies upon exposure to UV light proceeds in general on a time
scale of seconds. Figure 2g shows a typical example. It has been
found that during the actuation with light of an initially glassy
LCN, the glass transition temperature shifts to a lower value,
Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900255

whereas at the same time, the temperature somewhat increases.
These coactions bring the coating into its viscoelastic region with
the deformation occurring around the temperature where the tan∂
of the LCN maximizes. This process takes time, and although the
conversion of the trans isomer to the cis stationary state can be
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significantly faster, the process of surface deformation is mainly
determined by the viscoelastic properties of the LCN.
The relaxation of the surface topography from its actuated
state to its initial (close to) flat state is more complicated. This
process very much depends on the principle that is chosen for
the actuation. For instance, the structures that rely only on the
change in the scalar order parameter due to trans–cis conversion
of the azobenzene relax back with a rate corresponding to the
thermal cis–trans back-conversion, which lasts hours for nonsubstituted azobenzene (Figure 2h). Typically, the half lifetime
of cis-azobenzene in the LCN is measured to be 7 h, as shown
in Figure 2g.[26] When the sample is heated or exposed to blue
light, this process can be accelerated to proceed in seconds.
In the case of a free-volume-dominated process, the formed
molecular voids are thermodynamically very unstable, and the
relaxation proceeds much faster, although the majority of the
azobenzene molecules are still in their cis state. As shown in
Figure 2g, the relaxation takes place typically within 10 s after
switching off the UV exposure and is determined by the viscoelastic properties of the LCN.

3.1. Light-Modulated Surface Friction
In tribology science, many studies have referred to the importance of surface topography on friction and wear.[46] Additionally,
topographical elements affect adhesion, release, lubrication, and
related contact phenomena. Controlling the friction at coating
surfaces in a dynamic way by exposing the surface to UV light
will impact the field of controlled tribology and is of interest to

material scientists working in a variety of areas such as (micro,
nano) robotics, friction and wear, human–machine interfaces,
automobiles and avionics, and medical instruments. In a particular experiment, both the static and dynamic friction coefficients were measured between two surfaces with photosensible
parallel ridges (Figure 2a) in their off (flat surface) and their activated (with protrusions) states.[47] The measured static friction
coefficient (µs) of two flat coatings facing each other is 0.5. When
the coating is illuminated with UV light, the linear grating structures are formed, and consequently, the static friction force is
subjected to change. When ridges are parallel to each other and
sliding is promoted to occur in the direction perpendicular to the
ridges, the static friction coefficient increases to 0.7 due to interlocking. In contrast, when the ridges are orthogonally aligned,
the static friction coefficient decreases to 0.2 due to the reduction of the contact area. Comparably, the kinetic friction coefficient (µk) between coating surfaces can be modulated by light in
a similar manner. When the coatings are flat, µk is 0.4 regardless of the direction of motion. Here, as with the static case, µk
changes when the ridges are switched “on” with an increase for
the parallel orientation (µk = 0.6) and a decrease for the orthogonal orientation of the ridges (µk = 0.2) for perpendicular alignment. This result is nicely demonstrated for the latter case in
Figure 3a, showing the friction force dropping during switching
the UV lamp “on” and “off.” The sliding force decreases dramatically within 5 s directly after the UV-light source is switched on.
By stopping the light illumination, the friction force directly goes
to the initial high value again within 10 s.
An example of how the modulated friction can be utilized
is shown in Figure 3b,c. Here, a set of two latent fingerprint

Figure 3. Dynamic friction modulated by light. a) The friction force between two glass plates sliding against to each other with their LCN coatings facing
each other. During the measurement, the samples experience condition changes from the ambient (dark) to UV-light illumination to dark again (“on” and
“off” switching of the UV-light source are indicated). In the measurement, linear grating structures are being formed with their orientation orthogonal to each
other, as illustrated in the inset. b) The kinetic friction changes measured with and without UV-light exposure. c) The fingerprints formed in the LCNs assist
releasing an object and snapshots of a gripper that releases an object upon UV illumination. Reproduced with permission.[44] Copyright 2014, Wiley-VCH.
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textures capture a glass cargo, which is prevented from sliding
by the high friction force when the contact area is maximized.
When the fingerprint is switched “on” by the UV light, the
contact area is reduced, the friction force is decreased, and the
glass cargo is released. It is tempting to compare the switched
artificial fingerprint with those of humans in which the ridgeshaped topography controls the grip and release of the objects.
However, in this artificial case, the friction and grip are
reduced, rather than increased. Grasping is retained through
erasing the fingerprints by switching off the UV light. The
underlying philosophy of this research is to assist robotic handling in picking up and releasing delicate objects. When robotic
gripper tips are coated with soft elastic materials to protect the
objects, they tend to stick to flat objects upon the aimed release.
The addition of vibrational energy, in combination with lowfriction forces, provides a solution to this problem. In fact, the
integration of human fingerprint coating on robotic finger tips
is a good example of nature-inspired technology.
In the case of the polydomain coating, the activated surface
topography is substantially more irregular and rough showing
spike-like structures. Therefore, when two structures are brought
in contact, they interlock, and the friction force increases. After
switching off the UV light, the coatings relax back to the original
flat state, the spikes are erased, and the friction force decreases to
its original low value within 10 s, corresponding to the measured
kinetics for the disappearance of the surface structures.

3.2. Tuneable Wettability Controlled by Light
The wettability of a surface is an important interfacial property
for many applications, varying from self-cleaning to water- or
solvent-based manufacturing. The wettability of a solid surface

is governed by two factors. One is surface energy, including
its dispersive and polar contributions, which is an intrinsic
prosperity of the material and can be adjusted chemically. The
other factor is surface roughness in the form of surface topo
graphy. The control over wettability involves the modulation
of either factor or even both factors. A typical example from
nature that combines both factors is the lotus leaf. The lotus
leaf is highly water-repellent because of its super-hydrophobic
nature, as described in the introduction. The lotus leaf surface
has an extremely small sliding angle, i.e., the minimum angle
of a surface for which a droplet starts to slide off. The superhydrophobicity of the lotus leaf is due to the combination of a
hydrophobic wax and hierarchical micro/nanostructures. This
is not a unique property, as it is quite commonly observed in
nature. Other plants, such as the paddle cactus and cane, and
animals, including water striders and mosquito eyes, demonstrate similar surface features.
Making wettability switchable has attracted considerable
attention in the scientific community due to the wide range of
potential applications, such as in droplet manipulation, controllable drug delivery, controllable coating and printing processes,
and self-cleaning surfaces. In most work, reversibility is established by switching the intrinsic hydrophobicity of the solid
material. Here, we will discuss dynamic surface topographies
that are employed to control the wettability. The main advantage is that the surface is less prone to (mechanical) damage
since the surface topographies can be “switched off” at times in
which it is not needed or when mechanical damage may occur.
The initial flat surface of the LCN as discussed shows moderate hydrophilicity with a water contact angle of ≈75°. When
the topographic patterns (as shown in Figure 2c) are switched
“on” by UV light, the contact angle increases to close to 100°,
and the surface becomes more hydrophobic (Figure 4a). To

Figure 4. Light-modulated wettability of a coating surface. a) The surface is switched from hydrophilic to hydrophobic when it transforms from a flat
to a corrugated state (the surface pattern is as shown in Figure 2c). b) A fluorinated-silane-modified coating surface is switched from a hydrophobic to
super-hydrophobic state by means of the topography shown in Figure 2c. c) The water droplet is pinned at the coating surface after UV illumination.
d) The adhesion force decreases during visible-light exposure, and the water droplet rolls off. Reproduced with permission.[49] Copyright 2011, Wiley-VCH.
Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1900255
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further increase the hydrophobicity, the LCN coating surface is modified via silanization with fluorinated groups
(1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluoro-dodecyl-trichloro-silane). The contact angle measured for the flat state is ≈120° (see Figure 4b).
Upon UV illumination, the topographic textures are activated,
and the surface becomes super-hydrophobic with a contact
angle of ≈140°. This preliminary study[48] proves the principle,
however, a number of challenges need to be approached before
this approach can be used as a switchable self-cleaning/tuneable surface. For instance, for wettability control, the lateral
dimension of the topography needs to be downscaled to the
micrometer or sub-micrometer level. Additionally, hierarchical
substructures may be needed to achieve or improve the hydrophobicity. Creating secondary or superposed surface patterns
involves not only enhancing the material resolution but also
developing a dedicated fabrication strategy.
Yu et al.[49] have developed an approach to dynamically control water adhesion through light illumination. In their method,
an azopolymer is coated on a prestructured surface with microsized pillars that provide an initial hydrophobicity at the surface. The pillars are fabricated via a conventional lithographic
process and are followed by chemical etching steps. Prior to
UV actuation, the surface is hydrophobic with a contact angle
of 140°. When exposed to UV light, both the surface chemical
properties and the topographic roughness are modulated. On
one hand, the surface polarity is changed due to the trans–cis
isomerization of azobenzene in which the cis isomer has a considerably higher dipole moment than the trans isomer. On the
other hand, the surface roughness increases slightly by the formation of secondary random textures in the nanometer range.
By alternating UV- and visible-light irradiation, the hydrophobic
adhesion is modulated. As shown in Figure 4c,d, a water droplet
is pinned at the surface when illuminated with UV light for 5 s.
The water droplet adhesion force is measured as 80 µN. After
10 s of visible-light irradiation, the adhesion force decreases to
60 µN. Consequently, the water droplet rolls off.

3.3. Dynamic Surface Topographies Interact with Matter
The surface of cholesteric liquid crystals against air are often corrugated because of the Marangoni effect. In 2006, Feringa and
co-workers showed that by embedding a molecular motor in a
fingerprint chiral-nematic liquid crystal film, a rotational surface
relief is generated under a continuous light illumination.[50,51]
This molecular motor is a light-responsive chiral molecule,
which inverts its chirality under UV exposure, which modifies
the pitch of the molecular helices and thereby rotates the surface undulations. Furthermore, this approach translates molecular phenomena into a macroscopic effect, and it also can exert
forces demonstrated by the rotation of a glass rod that is brought
in contact with the surface. Although this demonstration is
relevant to showing the principle of upconverting molecular
conformational effects to the macroscopic world and shows an
optical application as diffraction gratings,[52] its practical function
is still limited because of the liquid nature of the liquid crystal.
Therefore, in the next examples, we elaborate on the interaction
between matter, e.g., the glass rod and the spheres, and the surface dynamics of solid LCN polymer coatings.
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Manipulating matter at the LCN surface has been demonstrated by Babakhanova et al.[53] Microparticles are transported
and allocated to preset locations on the surface of an intermittently UV-exposed LCN surface sculpting and erasing topographic patterns. The topographies are set by patterned molecular alignment using a plasmonic metamask (PMM)-based
photopatterning technique. On the initially close-to-flat surface,
the particles are randomly distributed. Under illumination
of the UV light, the trans–cis isomerization of copolymerized
azobenzene molecules reduces the scaler order parameter of
the LCN and activates the surface topographic patterns as set
by director pattern.[41] The particles are observed to follow the
surface profile and move toward the valley of the topography,
where they accumulate due to the gravitational forces. Upon
erasing the surface topography through blue-light irradiation,
the distribution of the particles becomes random, indicating
the reversibility. These results are anticipated to be expanded to
biological applications in which cell growth, migration, tissue
formation, and even drug release are of importance, and this
topic will be addressed in section 3.4.
The above-described dynamic coating can move and place
the particles; however, due to the symmetrical structures, directionality has not been addressed. The addition of a directional
lateral component to the generated forces is capable of transporting matter at the surface. The most common way to induce
directionality is through breaking symmetry and creating asymmetrical patterns, for instance, the ratchet structures.[54] Static
ratchets have been explored widely. However, to the best of our
knowledge, switching a ratchet’s surface “on” and “off” by light
has not yet been demonstrated in LCNs, as it requires sophisticated designs and complex engineering. We expect this design
to be developed in the future.
An alternative approach to transport matter is exploited
through taking advantage of gravity by tilting the surface
from its horizontal position.[55] The continuous generation of
surface undulations at the surface of LCNs has been demonstrated to successfully transport sand dust to the edge of the
coating and to eventually slide them off. Although in this
research, the surface dynamics are generated by an electric
field, we believe the aimed effect presents a good example
of showing the interaction between oscillating LCN surfaces
and dust. Additionally, a similar effect can be created by light
in an LCN with a preset fingerprint pattern. When activated
with modulated light, the fingerprint inverts, and the initially
higher homeotropic region descends to form valleys, while
the originally lower area with planar alignment protrudes to
become peaks (see Figure 5a). Sand particles with a dimension
of 250–500 µm, significantly larger than the periodicity of the
fingerprints, are brought on top of the fingerprint, and directly
after switching on the trigger, ≈100% of the sand grains are
removed within 1 s. The significance of this study is that it
demonstrates a dust mitigation technology. Most self-cleaning
solutions are based on super-hydrophobic surfaces, which
need water to clean. However, in many dry and dusty areas,
the access to water is limited, and water-based self-cleaning
approaches are not applicable. The LCN dynamic surface
enables cleaning without the aid of water, where dust and
debris are mechanically removed to the edges of the coating.
Apparently, dust hazards are considered to be one of the most
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Figure 5. Dynamic surface topographies interact with matter. a) The fingerprint reverses the surface topography in which the initial peaks become
valleys and the valleys become peaks. Reproduced with permission.[55] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. b) An artistic rendition of controlling cell migration
through dynamic surface topographies under the illumination of UV light. c) A 3D image of the formed surface topography, as measured by confocal
microscopy. d) Snapshots of a cell migrating from a pillar area to a flat area. Reproduced with permission.[61] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH.

important problems to be resolved for Mars missions. NASA
has been actively developing dust mitigation technologies to
assist Mars missions since 2005. This technology will also
solve the problem for solar farms placed in deserts where
accumulated dust and sand block the sun light. Experiments
performed by MIT have shown that one dust storm can cut
power production by 40%.[56,57]
Next, using the dry-cleaning methodology, the surface structures can switch to the super-hydrophobic state after a modification with a fluorinated top layer and combine this action
with oscillating surface dynamics. This duo makes the activated
removal of wet dust possible. Humid dust adheres firmly to
coating surfaces and has proven extremely difficult to remove
due to the presence of capillary forces between the particles
and the surface. The flexibility of combining both dry and wet
self-cleaning principles allows for the coating to function under
various conditions.

3.4. Dynamic Surface Topographies Interact with Living Matter
Controlling living matter in liquid crystals has been shown
by a number of researchers, for example, Zhou et al.[58] and
Mushenheim et al.,[59] in which they place self-propelled particles, such as bacteria, in nematic liquid crystals. The particles
possess a typical rod-like shape caused by the flagella that are
attached to their body. At rest, the particles align well with the
director of the surrounding liquid crystal molecules. When
the self-propelling particles are active, they mutually influence
the alignment of the liquid crystal in which the anisotropy
of the fluid environment introduces a certain directionality to
the bacteria; on the other hand, the motion of the bacteria alters
the orientational order in the liquid crystals.[60] These studies,
however, are still performed in the liquid phase. We will here
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elaborate on the interaction between cells and solid glassy
polymer coatings.
Koçer et al.[61] have reported the manipulation of cell adhesion and migration by dynamic surface topographies in LCNs
under UV-light exposure (Figure 5b). Light-responsive LCNs
with chiral-nematic order are incubated and coated with serum
proteins prior to the cell experiment to facilitate cell adhesion. The contact angle is then close to 90° showing hydrophobicity, and the cell migration speed of NIH3T3 fibroblasts
is 0.85 µm min−1. When the coating is subjected to a flood of
UV illumination, without the notable formation of a surface
topography, the cell migration speed drops significantly to
0.32 µm min−1. This result suggests that the motility of the
cells can be switched from dynamic to moderately static (adhesion increase) by switching on the UV light. An atomic force
microscopy measurement of the LCN surface reveals that the
surface roughness changes from ≈10 nm in the dark to ≈18 nm
during UV illumination, which could explain the increased
adhesive interaction between the cells and coating surface.
This observation is consistent with the literature reports, which
claim that cells can sense small features down to 8 nm.[62] It is
interesting to note that in the foregoing experiment (described
in Figure 4a, section 3.2), similar surface roughness is gene
rated to control the water adhesion at the surface when the
coating is exposed to UV light. Although the exact mechanism
has not been elucidated, it represents a general effect of azobenzene-modified polymer networks and might be attributed to the
geometric changes of azobenzene isomerization.
Creating larger surface structures in the same LCN coating,
such as hexagonally arranged pillars by UV exposure through
a photomask (presented in Figure 5c), reveals that more than
80% of the cells tend to migrate from the pillar area to the
flat area. In the flat region, the cells slow down and eventually
become rested. Simultaneously, their morphology transfers
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from an elongated shape to a spread configuration, as shown
in Figure 5d. These results suggest that the topographies of the
surface influence cell morphology, which is known to affect cell
motility. Koçer and co-authors have further discovered that the
higher the formed pillar is, the faster the motion of the cells.
When the height of the pillars increases from 0.3 to 0.5 µm,
the corresponding cell migration speed increases dramatically
from 0.23 to 0.87 µm min−1. A major concern of these experiments is the biocompatibility of the UV illumination. To keep
the UV intensity and dose in the safety range of the cells, the
UV light is irradiated from the bottom of the coating. Azobenzene absorbs the incoming light and forms a light intensity
gradient along the film thickness. Therefore, on one hand, the
light intensity is sufficient to generate the topographies at the
LCN coating surfaces; on the other hand, the light intensity at
the coating surface is kept relatively low, and most of the cells
remain viable during light illumination for 12 h. Although in
their work the UV-light intensity is low, it is still not preferred
for biomedical applications. Therefore, in the next section, the
use of visible light to generate surface topographies is elaborated on.

3.5. Visible Light-Activated Surface Topographies
In the foregoing work, UV light is used to activate surface
topographies. Using UV light has a number of disadvantages;
for instance, it reduces the lifetime of the coatings due to the
degradation of azobenzene molecules, introduces heat that is
unsafe, and eventually damages the surrounding environment.
Therefore, using visible light to initiate the photo-isomerization
process of azobenzene molecules has become more desirable,
especially for biomedical applications, as elaborated in section 3.4. A number of approaches to modifying azobenzene
have been developed. Yin et al. have designed crosslinked liquid
crystal polymers with a longer conjugated azotolane structure

as side chains.[63] The absorption band of the azotolane group
is shifted toward higher wavelengths by the increase in the
π orbital energy level and the decrease in the π* orbital energy.
The authors further demonstrate that by alternating blue light
at 430 nm and green light at 570 nm, this polymer film can
bend and relax, respectively.
Alternatively, azobenzene orthosubstituted with methoxy,
fluoro-, chloro-, and bromo- groups (Figure 6a) separate the
n–π* transitions of the cis and trans isomers, and the absorption band of the lower energy trans isomer is strongly shifted to
the visible spectrum.,[64,65] Kumar et al.[66] co-polymerized orthofluoroazobenzene, which is further denoted as F-azo, into an
LCN by functionalization with reactive end groups (molecule 5,
Figure 6a). The isomerization of F-azo is switched by blue and
green light. The F-azo-modified LCNs can be activated under
sunlight to give a still-not-well-understood chaotic deformation
behavior. Hendrikx et al.[67] further confined the F-azo-modified
LCNs to a rigid substrate and studied the corresponding surface topography under irradiation by visible light. In this work,
≈10 w% of the reactive F-azo compound is copolymerized with
the cholesteric LCN monomers. Figure 6b shows the top-view
of the LCN surfaces; the color bar indicates that the surface
becomes more protruded. The initial coating is relatively flat,
exhibiting a small roughness below 40 nm. When the coating is
exposed to green light at 530 nm through a zigzag photomask,
a surface topography is created in accordance with the pattern
information of the mask. Measurements show that surface protrusions of ≈150 nm are generated in a coating with a thickness of 18 µm. This moderate deformation of less than 1% of
the coating thickness, which is defined as the quotient of height
difference and coating thickness, is due to the low LED light
intensity of 10–20 mW cm−2. As a reference, the surface topographies with the deformation depth of 10% shown in Figure 2c
are generated by UV light with an intensity of 300 mW cm−2,
nearly 30 times stronger than that of the green light. When
the green-light exposure is stopped the surface topography

Figure 6. Visible-light responsive system. a) ortho-substituted azobenzene with 1 bromo-, 2 chloro-, 3 methoxy-, and 4 fluoro- groups. b) The dynamic
surface topographies of LCNs that are created and erased reversibly by illuminating with visible light at different wavelengths. Reproduced with
permission.[67] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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remains. It takes 12 d to relax to 80 nm, ≈50% of the height
directly measured after 30 min illumination. The UV–vis measurement of the thermal relaxation process of F-azo in solution
suggests its half-life time in the dark at room temperature is
281 h. These results indicate that the mechanical relaxation
is correlated to the chemical process of the cis-to-trans reverse
isomerization. It is known that ortho substitution slows down
the cis-to-trans thermal relaxation process. A study has shown
that the half-life time of the cis isomers of some of the orthosubstituted azobenzene molecules may even extend to 700 h.[68]
For comparison, the half-life time of the current unsubstituted
azobenzenes is on the order of hours. The back-relaxation of
the F-substituted azobenzene cis-to-trans isomer is promoted by
blue-light irradiation, by thermally heating up the sample, or a
combination of both. In the work of Hendrikx et al., the surface
topographies are removed by 455 nm light illumination with an
intensity < 1 mW cm−2 at 40°C for 23 min. The long illumination period also needed here is attributed to the extremely low
light intensity. This flat surface can be further recycled. Using
a difference photomask, e.g., circular openings, pillars are created. Using these low light intensities, the processes can be
repeated many times. Potentially, this route can be applied for
biomedical applications, where the low-intensity visible light is
harmless to the various organs and living matter.

3.6. Active LCN-based cilia
In the foregoing sections, coatings are entirely confined
on substrates. In this section, we will discuss LCN-based
motile surfaces consisting of cilia-like dynamic structures.
Van Oosten et al. have created artificial cilia on a glass substrate by inkjet printing LCNs.[69] The flat, locally nonadhering filaments change their shape to a curl when
addressed by light (see Figure 7a). The splay alignment
within the cilia induces bending upon the UV-induced
change in the order parameter. There are a number of
innovations in the fabrication procedure of cilia. First,
the cilia need to bend upward away from the substrate.
For this purpose, a homeotropic molecular orientation is
needed at the glass side of the cilia, and a planar alignment
is consequently needed at the opposite side. This design requires
a special fabrication technique whereby the alignment is
controlled by means of surfactants.[70] The localized surface

release is achieved by using a previously printed polyvinylalcohol structure as the sacrificial layer. The bending proceeds
at reasonable speeds in the second region depending on the
light intensity. A side view of the cilia is shown in Figure 7a.
The bending is actuated when immersed in water, which
also demonstrates that we are looking at a pure photochemical effect avoiding the influence of heating. An interesting
option that Van Oosten worked out is that the cilia can be
made of sections provided with different azobenzene compounds, as illustrated in Figure 7a by the yellow and red
colors. Depending on the wavelength of the actuating light,
a different part of the cilium is actuated, and complex motion
figures are possible depending on the wavelength sequence
used during actuation. This approach is an especially interesting option when the cilia are used to pump water in microfluidic channels, where asymmetric motion figures are needed
to prevent backflow.
An alternative technique to form light-responsive cilia at a
glass surface has been developed by Gelebart et al.[71] Arrays
of LCN cilia are produced by fiber drawing from printed LC
monomer droplets on the glass substrate. When the still liquid
droplet is brought in contact with another object (needle,
glass plate, etc.) that moves away from the surface, the fibers
are drawn. The elongational flow controls the alignment of
the liquid crystal monomer, which is frozen-in by photo
polymerization. To facilitate fiber drawing, the rheology of
the LC monomer is adjusted by a thiol addition reaction that
forms oligomers of several units of the initial monomer. The
light sensitivity is acquired by blending an azobenzene diacrylate molecule, as discussed above. The molecular alignment
along the long axis of the fibers is maintained within the time
frame of the drawing process and is permanently fixed by
photopolymerization, thereby forming a network with a relatively low crosslink density. Having many droplets side by side,
an array of fibers is formed. When the fiber arrays are illuminated with UV light from the side, they bend toward light
source as the absorption of azobenzene creates a gradient in
the light intensity.
This cluster of bending fibers is further investigated for
material transport. The bending direction of the fiber is in the
direction of the light source and relies on intensity gradients
throughout the cross-section of the fibers. By rotating the light
source, the fibers are brought into a rotating motion, which can
be made asymmetric by controlling the movement of the light.

Figure 7. Surface-integrated photoactive structures. a) Artificial cilia that curl with exposure to UV light. Reproduced with permission.[69] Copyright 2009,
Springer Nature. b) Large-area fabricated fiber arrays bend toward the UV light. Reproduced with permission.[71] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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When immersed in a relatively low-viscous silicone oil, the
mass transport of the oil can also transport polymer platelets
floating on top of the liquid.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

3.7. Light-Induced Thermal Effect
Irradiating soft matter with light can be associated with heating,
for example, dye molecules, such as azobenzene, that generate
a photomechanical effect based on isomerization chemistry
also convert absorbed light energy into heat. Therefore, some
warming of the exposed area of the sample and heat effects are
not avoidable. As described above, Van Oosten immerses LCNs
in water during actuation to avoid heating. This has been further
elaborated by Vantomme et al.[72] who compare the temperature effects of bending LCNs in air and in water. Liu et al.[24]
have replaced azobenzene molecules with an inert dye, which
after some adjustment of the concentration, exhibits the same
absorbance as azobenzene. As it comes out, the thermal effect
in free-standing films is considerable, but it is less in the
LCN coating, although not completely ignorable. Evidently, the
contact with the substrate reduces the heating effect. The formation of protrusions by thermal heating is estimated using
thermal expansion calculations that use 1D expansion based on
known volume expansion figures and the measured data from
an infrared camera.[24] Additionally, here, the conclusion is that
thermal expansion plays a role, but it does not explain fully the
total height of the structures formed.
Several groups[38,73] have reported on the reduction of
the elastic modulus of azobenzene-containing linear polymers during light illumination, which is referred to as
“photofluidization,” “photosoftening,” and “photoplasticization.” These studies are mainly based on linear polymers
where the chains can flow easily. Therefore, mass displacement or material transport has been demonstrated in some
cases. White et al. have reported on densely crosslinked liquid
crystal networks modified with 20% azobenzene, and the modulus can be reduced by one to two orders of magnitude upon
exposure to 442 nm polarized light.[74,75] Kumar et al. have further built on this work by reducing the azobenzene concentration to 2% to minimize the light-induced heating.[76] In their
experiments, the LCN is measured as 1.8 GPa in the dark.
When exposed to a UV LED light source, the modulus drops to
1 GPa. By switching off the light, the initially higher modulus
is recovered within 1 min. The authors further include blue
light during the UV exposure. This experiment was designed
under the observation that the oscillation dynamics of the
trans–cis isomerization of azobenzene promotes the formation of free volume in LCNs.[26] Under these conditions, the
modulus decreases further until it reaches the rubbery plateau with a modulus of 10 MPa. When the light stops, the
modulus directly recovers back to its initial value. The temperature of the sample was recorded during light illumination,
which might partly also explain the reduction in modulus.
However, a control experiment with temperature only reveals
the modulus-softening influence of the light sources. The
underlying mechanism for the light-induced plasticization is
attributed to the oscillating strain of the network. The photo
softening also explains why a large free volume of ≈10% and
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the corresponding surface topography created in a glassy
polymer network take place without fatigue.

The morphing of free-standing LCNs has already been demonstrated for several decades. However, due to their soft elastic
nature, LCN-based films exert a limited force to perform
work, they respond relatively slow and are less accurate than
traditional hard materials. One way to approach this problem
is to make the film undergo a self-reinforcing deformation by
addressing the order of the mesogens around an array of topological defects.[77] Another approach to address this problem
is to confine 3D deformation in 2D composites by strongly
adhering the film to a solid substrate, and this action manifests
itself as dynamic surface topographies. From these topographical deformations of solid coatings, new functions may evolve
including adaptive tribology, friction and adhesion, dynamic
wettability, and the manipulation of materials and living matter
brought on top of the coating. A unique example can be found
in haptic applications, where tactile feedback to the human
user is given during human–machine interaction. The most
common existing examples are mobile phones and tablets,
where the whole device vibrates when one touches the screen,
in other words, the haptic feedback is global, rather than local.
In addition to visual changes, a local response is obtained
when, upon touching a surface, the device provides mechanical
information only at the location of the fingertip by a (oscillatory) deformation or a change in the friction coefficient. This
can help visually impaired people. However, it can also support typing on a tablet screen with a projected keyboard. Other
typical applications include tactile information transfer to a
doctor during remote surgery; the addition of sensitivity, touch,
and adjustable friction to robotic arms; and the addition of
complexity to video games. The presented materials are a first
important step toward new soft robotic functions. However,
new material designs are necessary, as is their embedment in
fully operating systems where sensing and acting are brought
in close loops within the same micromachine or even within
the same material.
The LCN technology that we describe here can be easily integrated into applications through existing fabrication processes
that are established in the LCD industry. Many of the materials
that are discussed in this chapter are commercially available and
are already widely applied in many commercial display panels.
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